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Canon 7D Mark II Experience is an e book user's guide that goes beyond the manual to help you

learn the features, settings, and controls of this sophisticated and highly customizable camera. Most

importantly, it also explains how, when, and why to use the camera's features, settings, and controls

in your photography.You can read this e-book on your PC or Mac or take it into the field on your

iPad, Kindle, tablet, or phone with free Kindle Reading Apps.As with all Full Stop guides, this book is

written in a clear, concise, and comprehensive manner in order to help you learn to use your 7D

Mark II quickly and competently, and consistently make the types of images you desire. As one

reader has said about Full Stop guides:"I don't know how I could fully take advantage of all the

features the camera has to offer without this publication! It's well-organized, easy to understand,

and succinct enough to keep your attention while containing a wealth of information to get the most

out of your camera."Take control of your Canon 7D Mk II and the photos you create!For

Intermediate and Enthusiast Photographers - This guide is designed for enthusiast dSLR

photographers who wish to take fuller advantage of their camera to go beyond Auto+ mode and

shoot competently in Av, Tv, and M modes; take full control of the versatile 65-Point autofocus

system; and learn how, when, and why to use and customize the various controls, buttons, and

features of the 7DII. It covers basic dSLR camera functions and exposure concepts for those

learning digital SLR photography, and explains more advanced camera controls and operations

such as Metering Modes, Exposure Compensation, and Histograms.For Experienced

Photographers - This guide explains the new and advanced features and settings in order to quickly

get you up and running and taking advantage of these capabilities. Plus it explains the camera

controls and how to customize them, how to take control of the AF Area Modes and configuration

Cases for capturing moving subjects, and how to make use of the in-camera HDR, Multiple

Exposure, and Interval Timer features. It introduces back-button focusing, the HD video capabilities,

and guides you through all the 7DII Menu and Custom Function items to help you best set up and

customize the camera for your specific shooting needs.Canon 7D Mark II Experience focuses on

still-photography with an introduction to the movie menus, settings, and features to get you up and

running with video. Sections include:Setting Up Your 7D Mk II - All of the Menus and Custom

Function settings, with explanations and recommended settings to set up and customize the

advanced features to work best for the way you photograph.Aperture Priority (Av), Shutter Priority

(Tv), and Manual (M) Modes - How and when to use them to create dramatic depth of field, freeze

or express motion, or take total control over exposure settings.Auto Focusing Modes and Area

Modes, and Drive Modes - Learn the AF Modes, AF Area Modes, and the AF Menus and Cases,



plus how they differ, how and when to take advantage of them to capture both still and moving

subjects.Exposure Metering Modes - How they differ, how and when to use them for correct

exposures in every situation, including exposure lock and exposure compensation.Histograms,

Bracketing, and White Balance - Understanding these features for adjusting to the proper exposure

in challenging lighting situations.Multiple Exposures, HDR, Interval Timer, and GPS - How to take

advantage of these features.The Image Taking Process - Using the settings and controls to take

photos of both still and moving subjects.Introduction to Video SettingsCompositionCanon

LensesPhotography Accessories and Books - Useful accessories for the 7DII and dSLR

photography.This illustrated e-book guide to the Canon 7D Mark II goes beyond the manual to

explain how, when, and why to use the features, settings, and controls of the 7D MkII to help you

get the most from your camera.
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This is an excellent guide for making the most of your new Canon 7D MkII. My 7D was an upgrade



from a Canon Rebel T3i--while some of the controls are generally similar, the 7D is a much more

sophisticated camera with a huge number of options. Understanding these is essential for getting

the most out of your photography. This book walks the reader through all of the settings one by one

and shows how to set each option for different types of photography.The 7D has amazing buffering

capacity and is ideal for shooting action/wildlife photography--long after my T3i would have had me

waiting to take another picture I am still shooting dozens of continuous high speed action shots of

birds and wildlife with this camera. Along with that capacity come a whole range of autofocus modes

and zone selections best suited for different purposes. This book has both a quick-look menu for

setting all of the many menu options for a particular purpose and also walks the reader through all of

these options in detail.The only limitation when I initially received this was the format--this book is

only available on the Kindle. While I enjoy reading novels electronically, I find it difficult to use

guidebooks with figures in this format. When I commented on this in the discussion for this book, the

author offered to provide the book as a PDF file. This extended the utility quite a bit for me, since I

had the PDF printed and bound. I have now been thoroughly through this hard copy a couple of

times and tabbed the key pages, which I find a lot easier than trying to digest in digital format. From

that version, I will now probably bookmark the most important pages and points on the digital file as

well, for easy access when I am traveling. As we have a Serengeti safari planned, the marked digital

version of this will certainly be along for the ride, in case I have any questions regarding tweaking

the settings on the camera.

Short and simple, there are very few guides out there for the 7D Mk2 camera. And maybe, it's

because the camera is unlike any other Canon we've seen. Some have said that its controls are

similar to the 5D Mk1/2/3 series. I can't say but I do know that I found myself wanting as I

transitioned from a 70D and 6D to the 7D Mk2. I seemed to spend an inordinate amount of time

searching for equivalent functions within the menu system and focusing constituted its own unique

challenge. Back to guides, so I went searching for help. There was a Dummy guide and another

gray covered waste of time and money. David Busch seemed to suggest that he was working on

something but it seemed to change types and finally I gave up. Then I stumbled across this ebook

for the Kindle. I would have much preferred a pdf for versatility sake, but jumped to purchase it

anyway. I wish I would've come across this earlier. What a wealth of well explained information on

the functions of this camera. I dare say it is serving as an invaluable general information and

guidance source that should satisfy the most detailed nuts and bolts shooter to someone that just

wants to know the basics and take some pictures. Like the review headline says, finally a useful



resource for this remarkable and extraordinary camera. Highly recommended.

The Canon manual will tell you what a feature does, not always clearly. Mr. Klostermann tells you

what the feature does, how to use it, when to use it, and why. The text is easy to digest and there

are plenty of photo illustrations. There are times when the manual is the place to look for details and

in those instances he provides the page number to find what you need. This book will help you

make the most of the amazing 7D Mark II.

It really is the best book on the 7d II out there. For some reasons the usual publishers have been

slow to update their guides. Besides, I have found that nearly all Canon dSLR books reuse content

and focus way too much on functional operation rather than photographic operation. It's not hard to

learn what the buttons do, it IS hard (and fun) to learn how to to use the camera to make good

pictures ... your book covers that part very well. Buy the "For Dummies" book if you are really

starting from scratch, otherwise, this one is the way to go.

Very useful guide when using the Canon 7D Mark II camera. Having upgraded from a Canon 3Ti to

the Cannon 7D, there is quite a learning curve... or perhaps more of a additional features learning

curve. There are so many features built into the 7D that can make your pictures great automatically,

or by using this book, the operator can make great pictures of their own styling after following

guideline settings set forth in this book. I read the book first just to get a feel for it, then, read it

again, with camera in hand to follow along. I have been taking pictures for almost 5 decades and

still learned a few things, but it is more designed in setting up your menus for your particular style of

shooting. I have loaded this book on my i-Pod as well as my kindle, to have handing when out in the

field as a handy reference.

This book was very instrumental in me becoming familiar with my new camera. Now, I am a

professional, and have used Canon dSLR's for years. It was still very well written so one could

understand the functions of the camera. It does not go into or about taking pictures, but how to use

your camera to take better pictures. I highly recommend to all to read this book. Mine was online.

A clear and easy to use book divided into digestible size chapters and very well illustrated.About the

only addition I would have liked to see a one or two pager quick guide/recommendations pull out

section that might fit into your camera bag. ThatÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s a minor point as the author



seems to have thought about everything else. Worth every dollar.

I would highly recommend this book to anyone who has a 7D Mark II. I used Klostermann's similar

book for the 70D and liked it so much that I got this one when I moved to the 7D II. The author goes

step by step into setting up the camera, explaining what each setting does and giving his opinion as

to which is appropriate for a particular situation. There are so many settings on this camera, that

using the book definitely jump started me on using the camera.
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